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Linguistic Determinism and

the Innate Basis of Number

rphe ability to represent natural numbers is at the center of a lively conhoversy about

I the innate structure of the mind. fu elsewhere in the study of cognition, there is a

continuum of positions that implicate differing amounts of innate shucfure, but for our

purposes it wili be useful to distinguish three general approaches - what we will call em-

piri.ir*, weak nativism, and strong nativism. Empiricist accounts maintain that there

,r. 1.ro innate number-specifi. t.pi.sentations or number-specific cognitive systems of

any kind and that the natural numbers are acquired on the basis of general cognitive re-

sources that are responsible for the acquisition of a wide variety of concePts. Weak nativist

accounts implicate considerably more innate strucfure, including number-related cog-

nitive systerns and representations of approximate quantity, blt these accounts draw the

line at concepts fot specific natural numbers. They maintain lhat even though concepts

for the natural ,r.r-b.rs have a good deal of innate support, they have to be learned all

the same. Finally, strong nativist accounts maintain that concePts for at least some sPe-

cific natural number, ,i. innate and that these innate concepts are a crucial factor in the

explanation of why the human mind is suited for mathematics.

In one respect, weak and shong nativish are natural allies. Both help themselves to

domain-specific innate shuchrre. Yet in other respects, weak nativists are closer to empiri-

cists, since weak nativists and empiricists tend to agree that concePts for_the nahrral num-

bers are aculhrral achievement, like writing and agriculfure. They view these concePts not

as part of our innate endowment but as fundamentally owing to invention and discovery-

a view we will refer to as the Cu lnral ConstntctThesis. Of course, there is no disputing that

culture influences mathematical cognition. Culture affects the richness of our numerical

knowledg., the techniques we rely ttpon for exploiting numerical quantity, and the con-

ventionrl-.rrrs we ,tr. for recording and communicating mathematical information. But

in adhering to the Cultural Consnuct Thesis, weak nativists and empiricists embrace the

This chapter was fully collaborative; the order of the authors' names is arbitrary. We would like to thank

peter Cairuthers for helpful comments on an earlier version of this chapter.
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more interesting claim that our very concepts for nafural numbers are themselves culfural
products and that any given concept for a nafural number-whether it is Two or Two
THousAND -owes as much to culhrre and leaming as any other.

The emerging consensus in psychologr is that weak nativists and empiricists are right
to maintain the Cultural Consbuct Thesis and that sbong nativism, because it stands in
opposition to this thesis, is untenable. No doubt there are many reasons why the consen-
t,tt htt shifted in this direction, but one study that might be taken to provide particularly
powerful support for this shift is Peter Gordon's (zoo4a, zoo4b) high-profile cross-cultural
study of number conceph among the Piraha nibe in the Arnazon. Gordon himself was

primarily interested in testing the neo-Whorfian view that conceph for nafural numbers
are dependent on linguistic devices that not all languages share. He has described his

sfudy as constifuting "arare and perhaps unique case for strong linguistic determinism"
(Gordon zoo4a, p. 498). But proponenh of the Cultural Conshuct Thesis would have

a lot to gain if it could be shown that concepts for nafural numbers are dependent on
language in the way that Gordon supposes. Sbong nativism would no longer appear to
be a live option.

In this chapter2 we take a careful look at Gordon's study and its implications for
theories of numerical concepts. Other critical discussions of Gordon's work have noted
general difficulties when cross-cultural data are used to draw inferences about the rela-

tionship between language and thought (R. Gelman and Gallistel zoo4; R. Gelman
and Butterworth zoo5). Though we share these concerns, we believe there are even
more fundamental objections to Gordon's experiments and that these objections are

well worth exploring in the broader context that includes not just Gordon's linguis-
tic determinism but also the Cultural Construct Thesis. We will argue that Gordon's
experimenh don't provide any support for either view and, consequently, that they
don't diminish the prospects for strong nativism. Does this mean that we reject the use

of cross-cultural research in the study of numerical concepts? Absolutely not. In fact,

we hope that one of the benefits of our critical discussion will be a clearer picture of
how cross-cultural research might be productively brought to bear on the psychology
of number.

Here is how the chapter is organtzed.ln section I, we set the stage for our discussion

by providing an overview of nativist approaches to numerical concepts. This includes
a brief sketch of our own approach, which provides an illustration of a contemporary
form of strong nativism. In section z, we review Gordon's experiments and the prima
facie case that his data support the type of linguistic determinism that he advocates as

well as the Cultural Construct Thesis. In section 3 we turn to our objections. Finally,
in section {, we offer some thoughh on how future cross-cultural research might help
to contribute to a better understanding of our most basic numerical capacities.

Nativism About Number

We begin, in this section, with a brief overview of the recent history of nativist theo-
rizrngabout number and a sketch of our own general approach, which falls squarely
in the strong nativist camp. Once this background is in place, we'll be in a position
to turn to Gordon's study in section z.
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t.r From Strong to Weak I'l ativism

Shong nativism can be haced back at least as far as Plato, but for contemporary the-o-

rists, tf,. phce to begin is with Rochel Gelman and C. R. Gallistel's landmark book The

Chiiild's t Jnderstanding of lr{umber. Gelman and Gallistel put skong nativism back on the

map by drawing mu.h-r,..ded attention to a wealth of data that proved houbling for the

.*piricist models that dominated developmental psycholory in the 197os. To account

fo, thi, data, Gelman and Gallistel posited an innate system of representation with much

the same strucfure as a conventional counting system, including ih own stock of ordered

discrete symbols. They referred to these symbols as numerons, but these were, in effect,

innate nafural number concepts. As Gelman and Gallistel saw it, the task of learning a

conventional counting system isn't a matter of consffucting the concePts from experierlce.

It is primarily a matter of noting the correspondence between the public conventional sys-

tem and the innate one and establishing an appropriate mapping between the two.

Despite Gelman and Gallistel's influence, contemporary theorizing about

number ls dominated by weak nativist accounts. One of the reasons Gelman and

Gallistel's numerons fell out of favor is owing to an observation made by Karen Wynn

(r99o, rggza). Wynn traced the developmental traiectory as children learn their pub-

ii. ir"gu'^g" counting system and noted that children generally tt\. a long time_to

learn t6e meanings oT itrdividual count words even once they are familiar with the

count sequence and with the procedures involved in counting (i.. , reciting count

words in order while taggrngbn. and only one item per word). Children can be

counting fot up to 
" 

y.ribefore they understand that counting is a_way of enumerat-

ing a coilection and before they understand the numerical sigruficance of each of

their count words. For example, before the age of three and a half, a child might

be able to count as high as "six" and yet, when asked to give three items, the same

child will often justgtrU a random number. Findings of this kind are Problematic for

Gelman and Gallisrcl's numeron hypothesis, since it's puz zling why it should take

so long to interpret a conventional system in terms of ahlShlf similarjnnate system.

Wynn argued that the solution to the puzzle is that children don't have access to

an innate stock of numerons; the innate system for representing numerical quantity

must take a different form. Her suggestion was that it amounts to a system known as

the accumulator,whrch uses mentalmagnitudes to represent approximate numerical

quantities-the bigger the magnitude, the bigger _th. 
quantity represented (Meck

and Church, r983iif*o charaiteristic features of the accumulator are (i) that it has

r. Gelman rejects Wynn's critique on empirical grounds, citing data which she takes to show that children

have more precocious counting skills than are revealed by Wynn's give-a-number task (R. Gelman 1993).

At the same time, Gallistel ,nJc.lman (rggr,zooo; Gallistel, Gelman, and Cordes zoo5) have followed

Wynn in supposing that the preverbal system of numerical representation is the accumulator (though see

Leslie, Gallistel, "id 
Gelman, this volume). What allows Gelman to reiect Wynn's critique while simul-

taneously embracing Wynn's suggestion about the accumulator is that Gelman views the accumulator

as confoimilg to the counting pii"ciples. In other words, for Gelman, the accumulator's mental magni-

tudes ,r. ,,rpposed to serve *""ft the same function as numerons (e.g., Gallistel and Gelman r99z). See

Laurenc. 
"r,d 

Margolis (zoo5) for arguments that the accumulator should not be construed in this way.
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more difficulty distinguishing between numbers that are closer to one another than
it does numbers that are further apart (the distance effect) and (ii) that its discrimina-
tive capacity degrades as numbers become larg er (the magnitude effect). So while the
accumulator may represent numerical quantity, it lacks the precision that is integral
to the natural numbers. As a result, though Wynn's commitment to the accumulator
wasn't merely a throwback to prior empiricist models, it also wasn't the strong nativ-
ist position that Gelman and Gallistel had defended. In our terms, Wynn's proposal
amounted to a form of weak nativism. It postulated a faw amount of innate structure
without requiring specific natural number concepts to be inn ate.z

Much of the evidence in favor of the accumulator has come from experiments
with animals (Gallistel 1990). Rats, pigeons, and many other species have been
shown to be sensitive to approximate numerical quantity, and in a variety of tasks

their behavior shows the telltale signs of the accumulator-increasingly variable
discrimination both as the target numbers become larger and as they come closer
together. It's important to bear in mind, however, that the animals are responding to
numerical quantity, and that experimentalists have gone to great lengths to control
for the many non-numerical properties that tend to correlate with number (..g.,
duration for sequentially presented items and surface area for static spatial displays).
One of the most elegant experiments along these lines is Elizabeth Brannon and
Herbert Terrace's (tqq8) study of rhesus monkeys. Brannon and Terrace presented
monkeys with four stimulus displays, each with one to four items, and trained
the monkeys to touch the displays in ascending numerical order. Following train-
ing, the monkeys were tested on pairs of novel stimuli with as many as nine items,
where the task was to indicate their numerical order. Both in the training period and
in the test trials, Brannon and Terrance used stimuli that varied widely in terms of
their shapes and sizes (see figure B.t). This ensured that the monkeys couldn't solve

the task by focusing on such non-numerical features as total surface area, total cir-
cumference, or surface luminance. Also, because all of the stimuli used for the test

trials were novel, the monkeys couldn't fall back on memorized patterns from the
training sessions. Despite these rigorous conditions2 the monkeys did surprisingly
well, responding far above chance levels (see figure B.r). Much of the interest of
Brannon and Terrace's study lies in the fact that it shows that monkeys can appreci-
ate the ordinal relations among sets of differentsizes. Butsuccess clearly depends on
being able to discriminate the sets in terms of numerical quantity-in order to put
them in ascending numerical order, the monkeys need to determine the numerical
quantities of the different sets. What's more2 the monkeys made more errors when

2. We should point out that Wynn may have thought of herself as a strong nativist, since she described the
accumulator as delivering fairly precise representations for the first few numbers and only losing preci-
sion for numbers above 3. Wynn (r99zc) also claimed that infants are able to appreciate the precise solu-
tions to simple arithmetic problems using small numbers (see below). Nonetheless, it pays to construe
Wynn's critique of the numeron hypothesis as opening the way for weak nativist theorizing, since the
accumulator's representations dren't precise in the way that Wynn took them to be and since weak nativ-
ists now appreciate the ways in which the accumulator falls short of providing precise representations of
the natural numbers (Carey 2oo4 Spelke zooj; Laurence and Margolis zoo5).
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(((

FrcuRE 8.r Examples of the Vpes of stimuli used by Brannon and Terrace

(rqq8). Non-numerical properties (..g., surface area and total circumference)

were carefully controlled for by varying the sizes and shapes of the elements

with each trial.

the numerical comparisons involved finer distinctions. This strongly sllggests t o!

only that the underlying system of representation lacks the precision of the natural

numbers but also that its representations are the mental magnitudes associated with

the accumulator.
Wbrk of this sort with animals has led to further experiments with humans and

the discovery that humans of all ages-even infants-have access to the accumulator's

approximate representations (Whalen et al. rg99; Xu and Spelke 2ooo; Lipton and

ryLn e zoq). Indeed, when Brannon and Terrace reran their experiment with human

ai,rltr (insiructing their participants to make their iudgments as quic\ly n: possible

while being .rt.frl not to make errors), the results were nearly identical to the results

for the monkeys (Brannon and Terrace zooz; see figure B.z). The current consensus in

psychology is that the accumulator is a ubiquitous cognitive system with an evolution-

rrity ,r,.il-rrt history. But to embrace the accumulator as part of the innate structure of

the mind is to take a good step away from an empiricist model of numerical cognition.

This consideration, above all others, explains why so many theorists these days count

as weak nativists. They adopt the view that we need at least this much domain-specific

structure but assume we needn't go so far as to postulate representations of numerical

quantity that are any more precise than the accumulator's mental magnitudes.' 
Still, weak nativists typically help themselves to more cognitive machinery

than just the accumulator. Another system that is widely cited is the obiect-indexing

system (also referred to as the obiect-fiIe system). The obiect-indexing system is a

mechanism of visual attention that is able to keep track of a small number of objects

(,rp to four) by employing a comparably small number of representations that act

iit . pointing devicls. 
-Thise 

representations, or indexes2 function in parallel and

track their respective objects by responding primarily to spatial-temporal properties.

Object-based approaches to visual attention are well motivated apart from any con-

cerns about ,,,r*.rical cognition (Scholl zoor). However, many psychologists have

\ @

@
@
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Speed

+ Monkeys + Humans

1 400

1 300

1200
1 100

1 000
900

800

700
600

500

400

Accuracy

{- Monkeys +Humans

B.A.

90

100

80

rtcunB 8.2 Brannon and Terrace's (1998) ordering task. The x-axis represents the nu-
merical difference between stimuli; the y-axis represents time in milliseconds (za) and

accuracy (zb). Overall, monkeys and humans perform similarly. Both are quicker and

more accurate in responding to larger numerical differences2 though humans take

slightly longer with stimuli differin gby a value of just L or z and are slightly more accu-

rate for judgments in this range. (Based on Brannon and Terrace 7 zooz, figure ,6.).

come to think that the object-indexing system explains a good amount of data that,
at first glance, ilay have appeared to support the view that infants or animals can
represent small precise quantities (see, e.g., T. Simon 1997; Leslie et al. 1998; [Jller
et al. Lggq. An example, though not an uncontroversial one, is the proper analysis

of Wynn's (r99zc) classic addition/subtraction study with infants. Wynn showed five-
month-old infants simple arithmetic events and measured their looking time for
correct and incorrect results. For instance, in a r+1 scenario, infants saw a single doll
placed on a stage, followed by a curtain rising and blocking the view of the stage.

A second doll was then visibly placed behind the curtain. Finally, when the curtain
fell, the infants saw either the correct outcome (trvo dolls) or an incorrect outcome
(one or three dolls). Because infants looked significantly longer at the incorrect
outcomes, Wynn concluded that they can do simple arithmetic. Wynn's results have

been replicated many times, and variations on the same basic procedure have been
successful with monkeys and dogs (Hauser et al. 1996; Uller et al. zoor; West and
Young zooz). But many theorists have felt that her reading of the data is too extrava-

gant and that there is no need to suppose that infants are representing numerical
quantity or any arithmetic facts. Perhaps instead a better explanation can be given
directly, in terms of the object-indexing system. For example, in the unexpected

outcome of r*r=r, infants have an active index that is missing its object, and this may

produce greater demands on attention, causing infants to look longer (Leslie et al.

1998). For theorists who are skeptical of strong nativism but who aren't necessarily

empiricists, appeals to the object-indexing system have seemed quite attractive. Like
the accumulator, the object-indexing system involves a limited amount of innate
structure but no innate representations for specific natural numbers - in this case,

no representations for the smallest natural numbers.

- -.i
-J'J'
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r.2 Strongl'Jativism Reconsidered

In our view, the retreat from strong nativism was too hasty. Weak nativism faces a

rather serious difficulty that only serves to highlight the explanatory power of strong

nativism. This is the challenge of explaining how precise numerical concepts are

learned given the meager innate resources that weak nativists acknowledge.

In general, there is something puzzhng about how one can acquire a system of
representation that is richer than the one in which its learning takes place (Fodor

Lg7q,, rg8r; Niyogi and Snedeker forthcoming). The very idea of learning fundamen-

tally new concepts has an air of mystery about it. Unlike Fodor, we don't want to say

that concept learning is simply impossible (Laurence and Margolis zooz and forth-

coming). However, it certainly is true that there is a substantial explanatory burden

associated with proposals for learning new concepts, and number concepts are a

case in point. As Stanislas Dehaene has put the poirt, "[]t seems impossible for an

organism that ignores all about numbers to learn to recognize them. It is as if one

asked a black-and-white TV to learn about colors!" (Dehaene rgg7,pp. 61-6r). Weak

nativists aren't unaware of the difficulty. They have debated the relative importance

of the accumulator and the obf ect-indexing system and have speculated about how

these systems might support the acquisition of the natural numbers. They have also

suggested that natural language may play an important role, perhaps even an essen-

tiaiiole (Dehaene 1997; Gallistel and Gelman 2ooo; Carey zoo4; Spelke zoo3), in

the acquisition process. While this work has in many ways been extremely fruitful,
weak nativist models have, by and large, been short on details at iust the point where

they are supposed to explain how concepts for the natural numbers emerge from

prior systems of representation (Laurence and Margolis zoo5 and in prep.). Itt con-

trast, strong nativist models are far better equipped to provide a fully explicit and sat-

isfying account, precisely because such models help themselves to more innate

structure than is permitted within a weak nativist framework.

Of course2 strong nativism comes in different varieties, iust as weak nativism

does, and some of these will be more plausible than others. The essential difference

between strong and weak nativism is that strong nativism takes at least some natural

number concepts to be innate. So one needn't adopt all of the commitments of

Gelman and Gallistel's (1978) model to be a strong nativist; for example, one might

suppose only a few natural number concepts are innate, or one might hold that the

innate system of representation doesn't embody the counting principles. We will
briefly sketch our own version of strong nativism as an alternative and (t". believe)

more plausible strong nativist position.
On our model, one of the core systems supporting natural number concepts is an

innate number module.T The number module, as we construe it, contributes a small set

of representations that correspond to the first few natural numbers- r,2,3, and perhaps

4. These representations have precise numerical content, but it's fairly minimal. They

3. See B. Butterworth (rqqq) for a related view, though Butterworth motivates and develops the idea of a

number module in a different way than we do.
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needn't carry with them an understanding of the quantitative relations among small

collections or knowledge of mathematical facts and operations. In fact, as far as our
model is concerned, the number module's representations needn't even be understood

to be ordered. What makes them numerical representations is just that they serve to

detect collections of specific sizes, for example, the representation corresponding to z is

uniquely responsive to collections that have precisely two items, independent of what-

ever non-numerical properties the collections have. How might the number module be

implemented? One option is that the module takes the form of a neural network that

receives input from the object-indexing system and from comparable systems in other

modalities. Such a network would have three or four ouput nodes, and its connections

would be weighted so that each of these output nodes responds selectively to a particu-

lar numerical quantity. One way to accomplish this would be for the input nodes to

provide enough activation so that any one of them would suffice to activate the r output
node, any two the z node, and so on, while at the same time having inhibitory links

so that each output node inhibits the activation of the output nodes corresponding to

smaller numerical quantities. So the z output node inhibits the r ouput node, and the

3 ouput node inhibits both the r and z output node, and so on.4 See figure 8.3.

lnput Node

The Number Module

lnput Node lnput Noc lnput Node

Two Three

nrcunu 8.3 The number module. The network's input comes from the obiect-indexing
system and from comparable nonvisual systems. The output nodes are selectively
responsive to specific numerical quantities.

4. One set of connection strengths that would accomplish this is as follows. Each input node is con-

nected with a strength of r to the r output node, with a strength of lzto the z output node, with a strength

of\7;to the 3 output node, and with a strength of r/+ to the 4 output node. In addition, the z output node

is connected to the r output node with a strength of -2. The 3 output node is connected to the r output
node with a strength of -r, and to the z input node with a strength of -rYz. The 4 output node is con-

nected to the r output node with a strength of -r, and to the z input node with a strength of -Vr, and to

the 3 output node with a strength of -rtl3.

lnput Node
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For our purposes, what makes the number module's representations numerical

is that they are fully abstract (they aren't tied to a single modaliV, such as vision)

and they function to correspond specifically to the number of things in a collection
(as opposed to individual objects or non-numerical properties). In addition, they are

precise, unlike the accumulator's mental magnitudes. This combination of features

allows children to precisely represent the first few natural numbers2 providing an

effective starting point for acquiring the full system of natural numbers.

How do children get beyond this fairly minimal base to acquire concepts of
natural numbers beyond 3 or 4? One possibility is that an external structured symbol

system helps children to extend the innate system. The external symbol system might
be a natural langu age counting syste il, though in principle it could iust as well be

a system based on body parts, written arithmetic symbols, marks, or other external

symbols. To illustrate how the external system might help, imagine that children
are able to detect the properties one, two, and three through the representations

in the number module and that they map these directly to the words "one," "two,"

and "three." At this point, they needn't see these words as being part of an ordered

system. They just hear the words used independently of one another and associate

them with the properties that they correspond to, iust as they would in learning any

other individually presented words or symbols. Suppose as well that children learn

the counting routine as a kind of game, only to discover that for the small count
words the last word reached in a count happens to be the word that expresses the

quantity of the collection. This allows children to determine that counting is a way

of enumerating and to interpret the first few count words in terms of their innate

numerical representations. Because of the newly acquired mapping between the

innate numerical concepts and the first few words in the count sequence, children
would then have a way of placing the concepts in order, even if they don't yet fully
understand the quantitative significance of that order. What's more2 because they

can representone (again,via the number module), they are in a position to detect

the single most significant fact about that order. They can determine that the quan-

tity associated with each subsequent term (for the first few terms) is exactly one

more than the quantity associated with its predecessor. Finally, they can inductively
infer that every term in the sequence, not just the first few terms, participates in the

same pattern - each expresses a quantity that is exactly one more than the preceding

term. This, in barest outline, is how children might come to acquire concepts for

natural numbers according to our own strong nativist account (see Laurence and

Margolis in prep. for more details). The cornerstone of the account is the innate

number module, which allows children to represent small numbers with precision,

especially one, giving them a foothold for acquiring further natural numbers.5

j. Leslie, Gallistel, and Gelman (this volume) present what we take to be another strong nativist alterna-

tive to weak nativism. This represents a radical reorientation from Gallistel and Gelman's recent work

(e.g., Gallistel and Gelman ,9gr,2ooo; Gallistel, Gelman, and Cordes zoo5). Like us, Leslie, Gallistel,

and Gelman (this volume) argue that an innate ability to represent a difference of r is essential for acquir-

ing the integers; however, they employ a much higher standard for the conditions that must be met to

possess numerical concepts (see their discussion of the computational compatibility constraint).
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The dispute about the cognitive development of numerical concepts isn't about
whether they have an innate basis but about how much innate structure is involved
and whether, and to what extent, it is number-specific. The attraction of strong

nativism, we've been suggesting, is that by helping itself to more innate structure
than weak nativism, it is able to give a far more explicit account of the development
of numerical concepts. But to maintain this advantsge, strong nativists have to reiect
the Cultural Construct Thesis. In the next section we'll look at a body of recent
cross-cultural data that would appear to support the Cultural Construct Thesis and

hence provide a serious challenge to strong nativist models like our own.

z The Whorfian Challenge of the Pirahd

In a highly influential recent study, Peter Gordon investigated the numerical abilities

of the Pirahd, a tribe in a remote region of the Brazthan Ama zon. Gordon's own inter-

ests in this group stem from his views about linguistic determinism. fu Gordon puh it,
the issue here is whether the absence of relevant linguistic strucfures, such as words and

grammatical devices, "precludes the speakers of one language from entertaining con-

ceph that are encoded by the words or grammar of fanother] language" (Cordon zoo4a,

p. 496). Gordon sees the Piraha as offering an ideal case study because they speak a lan-

guage that differs from most familiar languages in that it has a paucity of words for

expressing numerical quantity. Moreover, the few numerical words that the Pir aha lan-

guage does have fall short of expressing precise numerical quantities. Gordon's claims

regarding the PirahS language largely derive from work by the linguists Daniel and

Keren Everett, who are among the foremost authorities on the Pirahd language and

culture. (The Everetts have lived and worked among the Pirahe for over twenty years,

and it was their research team that facilitated Gordon's own studies with the Piraha.)

Gordon notes that the prim ary candidates for number words in the Piraha language are

"h6i," "hoi," and "baagt" (ot "arbai"), corresponding to "roughly one," "roughly two,"

and "many." Crucial to Gordon's analysis is that these terms lack the precision associ-

ated with natural number concepts (Gordon zoo4a, p.+g8):

One particularly interesting finding is that "h67" appears to designate "roughly

one"-or a small quantitywhose prototype is one....ln Pirahd "h6i" can also mean
"small," which contrasts with "ogit" (=big), suggesting that the distinction between

discrete and continuous quantification is quite fuzzy in the Pirah5 language.

In addition, despite occasional trading relations with nearby Braztltans2 the Pir aha

don't use money and haven't adopted Portuguese counting words. In part, this

is because the Pirahd maintain a strong isolationist cultural identity. According

to Daniel Everett, "the Pirahd ultimately not only do not value Portuguese (ot

American) knowledge but oppose its coming into their lives" (Everettzoo5,p.6z6).
The interesting question, then, is whether the Pir ahe, despite their lack of count-

ing terffis, have the cognitive capacity to represent and manipulate exact numerical

quantities. Gordon argues that they do not and that this fact provides direct support

for a strong form of linguistic determinism.
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Not too lon g ago linguistic determinism had few supporters in cognitive science.

Linguistic determinism has always been associated with Beniamin Lee Whorfs rather

naive analysis of Native American languages. Once this analysis was discredited, lin-
guistic determinism itself came into disrepute (see, e.8., Pinker ry94). Recently, however2

linguistic determinism has been making a comeback, and there has been a resurging

interest in the kind of sustained cross-cultural work that would be needed to test it
(Gumperu and Levinson 1996; Genbrer and Goldin-Meadow zooS; Levinson zoq).
Gordon's study has certainly contributed to the revitalizatron of linguistic determinism

and is a particularly important case study given its prominence in the literature.

(Gordon reports his data in the prestigious iournal Science, which is itself a good indica-

tion that linguistic determinism has regained a good deal of scientific respectability.)

We share Gordon's interests concerning both the status of linguistic determin-

ism and the more specific claim that precise numerical concepts depend on lan-

guage. Butforthe purposes of this chapter2 we also wantto place his study in a larger

context that asks about the innate basis of precise numerical concepts. Undoubtedly,

part of the reason why Gordon's study has received so much attention is that it
strongly suggests that precise numerical concepts are a cultural construct. If precise

numerical concepts are so dependent on contingent features of language, then there

is no reason to suppose that they have a specific innate basis. Rather, the supposition

must be that they are learned by exposure to the cultural practices that only certain

languages embody and, consequently, that the strongest viable form of nativism is

weak nativism. In the next section2 we will take up both of these issues-the status of
Gordon's claims about linguistic determinism and the implications for the nativism

dispute. But before turning to our own assessment of what can be concluded from

Gordon's data, it will be helpful to review his experimental procedures and to briefly
describe the results as Gordon himself sees them.

Gordon reports data from eight experimental tasks, conducted on seven adult

PirahS sub jects (six male, one female) ranging in age from r8 to 55.6 The first six tasks

all have a similar structure in that they ask subjects to produce an affay of items that

match the number of a target display. The two remaining tasks involve keeping track

of the number of items placed into an opaque container or using the number of sym-

bols on the outside of a container to distinguish it from another container. The tasks

were designed to place varying demands on different cognitive skills that interact with
numerical abilities. For Gordon, the question is whether any patterns emerge across

these variations. He reports that there is indeed a crucial pattern. While his subjects

were relatively successful with small numbers of items (np to two or three), their

performance significantly decreased with larger numbers. Moreover, the variability

in their estimates tended to increase as the quantities increased - a pattern that is sug-

gestive of the use of mental magnitudes or accumulator-based representations. From

all of this, Gordon concludes that the Pirah6's linguistic system confines them to

analog representations of numerical quantity. "lT]hese studies show that the Pirahe's

6. Most of Gordon's experimental data are drawn from four of the seven participants. Gordon notes that

the six adult males comprised all of the adult males in the two most accessible Pirahd villages and that

children and women were generally inhibited from participating in experiments.
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FrcuRE 8.4 The one-to-one line match task. The experimenter arranges a linear affay of items on

one side of the table, and the subject's task is to place the same number of items on the other side.

impoverished counting system limits their ability to enumerate exact quantities when

set sizes exceed trvo or three items" (Gordon zoo4a,P. 4g8).'T

Here, then, is a brief summary of Gordon's experiments.

One-to-One Line Match. Let's start with the group of tasks that require matching a tar-

get display's number. The first of these gives much of the flavor of the whole group. It's

called the one-toone line match task. Here's how it works. The experimenter and the sub-

ject sit on opposite sides of a table, and the experimenter lays down an anay of batteries in

ahorizontal evenly spaced configuration. The subiect is then asked to place batteries on

his side of the table to "make itthe same" (see figure B.+). In effect, fie task is to line up

the batteries in one-to-one correspondence with the experimenter's aruay. Once the sub-

ject is finished, he is asked whether it is the same before being tested on another number.

Regardless of the outcome, the experimenter always gives the cheerful response "aiyo!"

(which is comparable to saying"OK!") and then proceeds with the next trial. Gordon

made sure to always start with small quantities but then tested larger numbers (up to B or

g) in random order, with each tested quantity appearing two or three times.

Cluster Line Match. For this task the target group of items to be matched is a non-
linear configuration of nuts. As with the one-to-one line match task, the goal is to

construct a linear horizontal aftay of batteries with the same number ("make it the

same"). But since the nuts are not the same size as the batteries, this task can't be

7. Gordon sometimes talks as if the pertinent issue of linguistic determinism is whether the Pirah5 can

represent precise quantities greater than z, which suggests that he may think that they can, at least under

some conditions, represent exact quantities of z or less. However, when he talks about the abili$ to

represent small exact quantities, he tends to align himself with work that identifies this ability with mech-

anisms of object-based attention, which do not employ specifically numerical representations (Gordon

2oo4a, p. 498). And since he maintains that the Pirah6 don't have any words for precise numerical quan-

tities (not even for r), Gordon's linguistic determinism implies that the Pirahd shouldn't have dny con-

cepts for exact numerical quantities. For these reasons, we read Gordon as holding that the Pirahd aren't

capable of representing any precise numerical quantities, not even quantities as small as r and z. But in

the end it doesn't matter whether Gordon himself goes this far, since it is clear that others opposed to

strong nativism suppose that Gordon's data make a powerful case against there being any innate integer

concepts.
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solved merely by attending to the amount of stuff to be matched. Further, because

of the nonlin ear arrangement of the nuts, the task can't be solved simply by placing

one battery directly in front of each nut.

Orthogonal Line Match. This time the array to be matched is a lin ear anay, but it

is positioned perpendicularly to the array that the subiect is expected to create; the

experimenter's anay is vertical, the subiect's horizontal. fu in the cluster line match,

thil configuration prohibits the simple strategy of placing a battery directly in front of

each target item. Mot.over, were subjects to try to solve the task by using ?t estimate of

overall length-another non-numerical strategy-there would be a telltale sign. Since

vertical lines appear longer than same-s ized horizontal lines, the reliance on mere

length would .r,m. subjects to overestimate the number of items needed to match the

^rriy,and 
they would end up placing too many batteries in their horizontal arrays.

[.Jneven-Line Match. This time the array to be matched is linear and horizontal

but with different-sized gaps between the batteries that compose the anay.ln other

words, the task is just like the original one-to-one line match task except that in the

original task the batteries are evenly spaced.

Line Copying. This task differs from all of the previous ones in that a notepad is

used. On one side of the pad's binding there is a hortzontal arcay of lines. Subiects

are expected to match the number by drawing lines on the other side. Visually, this

looks as if you are extending the horizontal array. Part of the reason for this variation

is the novelty of drawing for the Pir ahl,; drawing isn't a familiar activity for them.

Also, the arrangement of the pad offers another variation where the task can't be

solved by using the simplest non-numerical strategy -the new lines can't be placed

one-for-one directly in front of the lines being matched.

Brief Presentation. The final experiment of the group is just like the cluster

line match except that the array to be matched is visible for only a brief period -
approximately one second. As a result, the matching procedure has to be done from

-.-ory. Gordon doesn't explain why he included this variation, but presumably the

memory limitation further discourages the sorts of non-numerical strategies that moti-

vated the cluster match task in the first place. Gordon reports that several subjects

probably approached the cluster match task by positioning each battery to point to an

individual nut. "Such a targeting strategy would be very familiar from their everyday

use of bows and arrows for hunting and fishing" (Gordon zoo4b, p.4). This strategy

would be far less effective, however, once the nut cluster is out of sight. One would

have to remember the position of each nut, and that is not easy for larger arrays.

Gordon also sees some value in manipulating requirements on memory as a way

of testing numerical competence under varying task demands. "Any estimation of a

person'r-r,,r-erical competence will always be confounded with performance factors

tf tn. task. Because this is unavoidable, itmakes sense to explore howperformance is

affected by a range of increasingly demanding tasks" (Gordon zoo4a, P. 497).

Of ali the matching tasks, the results for the one-to-one line match were the best.

PirahS subjects created perfect matches for numbers in the r-3 range and were suc-
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rtcunu 8.5 The nuts-in-can task. A group of nuts is shown for eight seconds and then placed
into a can. As each nut is removed, one at a time, the task is to say whether any nuts are left
in the can.

cessful about 75% of the time for numbers from a-8. The overall trend for the other

matching tasks was similar, in that their performance deteriorated as the numbers grew

larger,but with some of the other matching tasks, their performance deteriorated even

before getting to 3 and dropped well below the 75% success rate. For example, in the

orthogonal line match they were atrco% for r and z, but dropped to about 6o% for 3-8,
and didn't succeed at all for 9. In the brief presentation task, they were also at rco%

for r and z, but dropped to 75% for 3,and then below jo% for 5-9. The one exception

to the general trend was the unevenJine match task (the one where they were sup-

posed to match a horizontal anay of batteries thatwere unevenlyspaced). In this case,

though performance dropped for 5 and 6, it rebounded for 7 and 8. Gordon notes that

the reason for this exception is probably that the subjects were able to chunk the items

in the larger arrays and then exploit their superior ability for matching small arrays.s

All of the tasks we've reviewed so far arevariations on a theme. The goal is to create

an afiay that matches the number of items in the experimenter's arcay. Gordon's two

other tasks employ significantly different strategies for gauging numerical competence.

Nufs-in -Can. The first of these begins with a cluster of nuts laid in front of the subject

for eight seconds. Then the nuts are placed in an opaque container (an oatmeal can).

One by one the nuts are removed from the container and each time the subject is asked

whether there are any nuts left. The inside of the container is revealed when the subject

declares that the container is empf or once all of the nuts have been removed. (See

figure 8.5.) The results for this task were similar to the various matching tasks in that set

size was a major determinant of success. Pirahasubjects did poorly with larger numbers,

but in this case they also had considerable difficulty with small numbers, achieving less

than rco% success even for two nuts (the smallest number tested) and less than 7j%
success for three. For 5j, their performance dropped even further, to below 5o%.

Candy-in-Box. The last of Gordon's experiments also uses containers2 this time cas-

sette cases, each of which is covered by 
^ 

picture depicting from one to six fish. The

8. The other results were as follows: For the cluster line match, rco%o for z and 7,7 j% for 4-8, and o7o for

9 and ro; for the line copying , too%o for t and a precipitous drop from 7 j% to o% for z-7.
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subject sees a candy being placed in a case that is subsequently hidden behind the

experimenter's back. Then the experimenter brings his hands forward holding two

cassette cases-the original and a second case whose picture has precisely one more,

or precisely one less, fish on it. The goal is to pick the case with the candy, and the

.rndy is given as a reward for choosing correctly. PirahS subiects did poorly on this task

as well, frllittg below chance for some comparisons and never achievitg much above

7j% accura.y.u.n for the smallest number comparisons-l versus z and 2 versus 3.

For Gordon, the results of these eight tasks all point in same direction. "The Pres-

ent experiments allow us to ask whether humans who are not exposed to a flinguistic]
ttumblr system can represent exact quantities for medium sized sets. . . . The answer

appears to be negative" (Gordon zoo4s, p.498). And while the Piraha may aPpear

to have some limited ability to discriminate between sets with two or fewer items,

Gordon takes this to be a reflection of the object-indexing system, not a truly numer-

ical ability. As a result, Gordon's position amounts to the claim that the Pirahe's only

numerical abilities are the approximate ones that are grounded in the accumulator

and that humans share with many other animals. If Gordon is right, then concepts

for precise numerical quantities would appear to be a cultural achievement, iust as

the Cultural Construct Thesis says. What's more, it's a cultural achievement that is

only possible given the right sort of language. The reason why the Piraha have no

,...r, to the piecise numerical concepts that most of us take for granted is that their

language doesn't allow them to entertain these concepts.

3 Critique of Gordon's Study

It's easy to see why Gordon's study of the Pirahd has attracted so much interest. Our

facility with numbers appears to be a distinctively human characteristic and one that

undeilies many significant features of human life. If it turned out that a grouP of

otherwise normal, intelligent human beings were incapable of entertaining precise

numerical thoughts, and if it turned out this was because of contingent features of

the language they speak, it would be big news. Both the Cultural Construct Thesis

and the thesis of linguistic determinism, if true, would have deep implications for

our understanding of tn. mind. Unfortunately, the experiments that Gordon has

carried out aren't helpful for settling any of these important issues. The experiments

suffer from a number of flaws that make it impossible to draw any meaningful con-

clusions about the Piraha's numerical abilities2 much less the relation between lan-

guage and thought. In this section, we explain why. We begin with some general

IUj..tions to Gordon's argument for linguistic determinism. We then take a close

look at the details of his experiments, registering a series of obiections that bear on

both the status of linguistic determinism and the case against strong nativism.

3.r Conelation vs. ExPlanation

For the moment, let's put aside the issue of strong nativism and focus iust on the

question of whether Gordon's study supports linguistic determinism. For the sake of
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argument, we will assume that Gordon's analysis of the Pirahd language is accurate
and that the Pirahe have a significant linguistic deficit-in particular, that they have
no linguistic expressions for precise numerical quantities. We will also assume that
Gordon's study shows that the Piraha have a significant cognitive deficit-namely,
that they are unable to conceptualize precise numerical quantities. (Later, starting in
section )3, we'll challenge the second of these assumptions, but for the time being
we don't want to get embroiled in the details of Gordon's experiments.)

Given these assumptions, does Cordon's thesis of linguistic determinism follow?
lJnfortunately, no. The problem is that the most that can be concluded is that the lin-
guistic and cognitive deficits are conelated in the Piraha. However, as a number of crit-
ics of linguistic determinism have noted in other contexts, it's one thing to establish that
linguistic and cognitive deficits are correlated, but quite another to show that the lin-
guistic deficit is responsible for the cognitive one (Bloom and Keil 2oor; Cleitman and
Papafragou zoofi Pinker rg94). To establish the responsibility claim, a lot more would
have to be done. Cordon would have to rule out the possibility that the determination
relation goes in exactly the opposite direction. After all, it could be that the reason the
Pirahd lack words for precise numerical quantities is because they lack concepts for
precise numerical quantities, not the other way around. Similarly, Gordon would have

to rule out the possibility that the conceptual deficit traces back to some other factor
that has nothing to do with language. Reasonable alternatives of these sorts clearly need

to be considered, yet Gordon's study fails to do so. Indeed, it's hard to see how the mea-

sures he employs could even begin to locate the source of the PirahS's difficulties with
numerical quantity, since Gordon's tests only presume to examine the numerical abili-
ties themselves. The most they could tell us is whether a subject is capable of precisely
enumerating a collection, not what prevents him from enumerating it if he can't.

To see the burden that Gordon faces, it might be helpful to say a little bit more
about some of the competing explanations of why the Pir aha lack concepts for pre-
cise numerical quantities. One Vpe of explanation appeals to cultural factors (i...,
cultural factors apart from language).We have already noted that the Pirahd have

a strong identity as a people and are highly resistant to outside cultural influences.
Everett (zoo5) characterizes their culture as one that places special significance on
personal experience of the here-and-now and that has a corresponding indifference
to abstractions. Everett speculates that this culturally based belief system ends up
constraining how the Piraha think and communicate and that this in turn is reflected
in their language. If Everett is right, then the Pirah5 should be expected to have

difficulties with all sorts of abstractions, including numerical quantity, but the dif-
ficulty would trace back to their cultural outlook, not to an inherent limitation of
their language. Though we ourselves are somewhat skeptical about the claim that the
Pirahd are fixated on the concrete present, the general strategy of locating a cultural
source of their difficulties with number isn't implausible. For example, one can eas-

ily imagine that a latent ability to represent precise quantities might be lost owing to
lack of use. If the Pirahd simply fail to nurture and exercise this ability, then perhaps

that is why they do so poorly on Gordon's numerical tasks. It's also not that hard to
imagine other cultural factors that might be responsible. For example, the problem
could be that the Piraha aren't trained in a counting procedure and that learning
concepts for natural numbers, especially larger ones, is inordinately difficulty without
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such a procedure. Note, however, that this explanation needn't invoke natural lan-

guage,since counting itself needn't involve words; as we noted earlier, it can be based

instead on body parts, tallies, or other types of external symbols.e

Because these alternative explanations invoke cultural practices, they might

be thought to challenge Gordon's linguistic determinism at the cost of leaving the

Cultural Construct Thesis perfectly intact. Of course2 at this point we are simply

accepting for the sake of argument that the Piraha really do have the cognitive deficits

Gordon claims they have, something we will be challenging shortly. But even if we

grant that the deficits are real, there are further possibilities that have nothing to do

with cultural practices. One of these is that the Pirahe, or the few subjects Gordon

tested, suffer from a genetic anomaly. Gordon reports that there is no reason to suppose

that his subjects were psychologically impaired, and Everett, who has lived among the

PirahS, flatly rejects the suggestion that the Pir ahe have genetic defects, noting that

they interm arry with outsiders (Everett zooJ, p. 6y). But the claim regarding inter-

marriage has to be taken with a grain of salt. First, despite having some contact with
outsiders, the Pirahi remain a very small community, largely isolated from neigh-

boring groups. Second, as Everett himself points out, the Pirah6's marriage system is

"relatively unconstrained" in that it isn't unusual for Pirahd couples to share at least

one biological parent (Everett zooJ, p. 6y). So while we wouldn't want to just i,t*P
to a genetic explanation, this possibility should not be ruled out a priori either. Clearly,

a genetic explanation would have to be considered if the population in question were

located in Boston or Chicago. We see no reason to think that things ought to be differ-

ent for the Piraha just because they are located in a more remote part of the world.r0

The upshotof these considerations is thateven if we take all of his results atface

value, Gordon's experiments provide little or no support for linguistic determinism.

On the face of it, there are any number of equally plausible hypotheses for why the

linguistic and cognitive deficits might be correlated in the Piraha. And since the

most that Gordon's study could establish is that these deficits are correlated, it can-

not even begin to rule out any of these alternatives.

3.2 AVery Weak Conelation

So far we have been supposing that Gordon's study shows that a conceptual deficit
(the inabiliry to think in terms of the natural numbers) is at least correlated with a
linguistic deficit (a paucity of number words). We have only claimed that Cordon's

study can't elucidate why the correlation obtains. In this section we want to go one

step further by challenging the claim that there really is a meaningful correlation.

g. As it turns out, Everett did try to teach the Pirahd how to count using a linguistic counting system. His

efforts were unsuccessful. See section 3.7 (below) for discussion of the significance of this outcome.

ro. None of this implies that the Piraha (or any other traditional people) are generally intellectually infe-

rior. Genetic deficits can be quite focused and needn't involve general cognitive impairments. Exploring

the possibility of a genetic anomaly would be no more presumptuous in this case than in other cases

where a circumscribed cognitive deficit has been discovered (..g.,familial Specific Language Impairment).
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Gordon's study, as it turns out, offers little evidence that there is. All he gives us

is a sln gle case study involving just one population-one data point, as it were-and
this single case study is based almost entirely on just four subjects (see note 6)!

Of course2 sometimes a conclusion can be warranted on the basis of a single case

study, even of a small population, but not when the issue is a sweeping claim like
Gordon's thesis of linguistic determinism. It's one thing to say that the Pirahe, who
happen to lack number words , are unable to solve certain tasks that require the use

of precise numerical concepts. It's quite another to say thatin generdl the represen-

tation of precise numerical quantities requires the linguistic means to express them
and that numerical concepts are essentially dependent on number words. In order
to justifi, these broader claims, additional case studies are absolutely essential. We

need to look at other populations that also have a paucity of number words. The
pressure to look in this direction increases all the more so when we recognize that
Gordon's linguistic determinism is built around the finding that the Piraha don't
succeed on his numerical tasks -a negative result. What if other similar popula-
tions, or even just a single one, were to demonstrate precise numerical abilities
despite a lack of number words? This in itself would overturn Gordon's negative

finding, showing that precise numerical cognition isn't dependent on language

after all. For this reason, it's extremely important to look beyond the Piraha for fur-
ther data points before drawin g any conclusions about linguistic determinism.

Nthough Gordon doesn't discuss any other cross-cultural work, there is a body of
earlier research that bears on the topic. fu R. Gelman and Butterworth (zoo5) point out,
much of this earlier research suggests that the link between language and number is

nowhere near as tight as Gordon claims. For example, Australian Aborigine speakers of
Warlpiri (a language similar to Pirahd in its paucity of number words) show no evidence

of lacking numerical concepts. The linguist Robert Dixon offers this summary of what

has been observed of Warlpiri speakers and other Aborigines (Dixon r98o, p. ro8):

[N]o special significance attaches to the absence of numeral systems in Australian lan-

guages; it is simply a reflection of the absence of any need for them in haditional culture.

Aboriginal Australians have no difficulties in learning to use English numerals; Kenneth
Hale has commented that "the English counting system is almost instantaneously mas-

tered by Warlpiris who enter into situations where the use of money is important. . . ."

Likewise, Everett has observed that other Amazonian hibes freely borrow number
words from their Brazilian neighbors when the need arises (Everett zooJ,p.6y). Susan

Schaller discusses a similar sort of case, involving a deaf adult who managed to function
without having acquired a natural language by miming to communicate. According to
Schaller, he readily learned the Arabic numerals for r to zo, matching these to corre-

sponding sets of crayons. "He found the symbols for numbers easy compared to signs or

words. Apparently, arithmetic already resided in his brain" (Schaller 1991, p. 6r).

Admittedly, all of these claims are based on unsystematic observations, not care-

fully designed experiments, so it's fair to wonder exactly how precise and accurate

the stated numerical competences are. It's also possible for Gordon to respond that
in most cases the numerical ability comes only with the linguistic ability and that
this is consistent with the numerical ability still being dependent on the linguistic
one. However, the plausibility of such a response would depend on iust how readily
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the numerical ability takes hold. If it is truly acquired "almost instantaneously," then

it seems far more plausible to suppose that the numerical ability doesn't depend on

language and that any newly acquired linguistic counting system simply provides

evidence for the prior possession of numerical concepts.

There are also other relevant data to take into account (R. Gelman and

Butterworth zoo5). For example, Dixon reports an Aboriginal practice of using dif-

ferent parts of the palm to indicate the number of days until a planned event occurs,

a system that apparently doesn't require possession of number words. And clinical

studies have shown that precise numerical abilities can be preserved despite severe

linguistic deficits and, in some cases, ffiay develop without them as well. Hermelin
and O'Connor (tggo) describe a particularly impressive case of a speechless autistic

man who can identify five-figure prime numbers and factortze numbers of the same

magnitude, all based on exposure to a few examples expressed in standard Arabic

notation (i.e., 2s opposed to natural language). (For work on aphasiac patients see,

e.g., Rossor et al. ryg5; and Varley et al. zoo5.)

In sum, it shouldn't be granted that Gordon's study of the Pirahd establishes a genu-

ine correlation between linguistic and numerical abilities. While he may have identified

one instance where a population lacking number words also happens to lack precise

numerical concepts, it is only one instance.rr A broader examination of the evidence

suggests that the pattern may not hold up elsewhere and certainly raises questions

about whether we should expect it to. Thken together these points considerably weaken

Gordon's case for his linguistic determinism. What they show is that even if we take him
to have demonshated that the Pir ahalack precise numerical concepts, Gordon provides

little or no evidence that such concepts are dependent on language.

3.3 A Nu// Effect

We've seen that Gordon's results with the Pir aha don't suffice to establish his thesis

of linguistic determinism. Even if we take him to have shown that the Piraha can't

represent precise numerical quantities, this may not be the result of the language

they speak, and it doesn't tell us anything about the general class of cases where

u. A related study by Pica et al. (zoo4) was published in the same issue of Science as Gordon's article.

This study examined the numerical abilities of the Mundurukri, another Amazonian tribe whose lan-

guage has a highly impoverished vocabulary for numerical quantities (the Mundurukri language only

has fixed terms for quantities up to 5, and none of these expresses a single precise numerical quantity).

Pica et al. don't make the same strong claims concerning linguistic determinism as Gordon does. None-

theless, they argue that the Mundurukf are incapable of precise numerical thought. Pica et al.'s test for

precise numerical thought involved showing subjects a video of a certain number of dots (r to 8) going

into an opaque container that was previously shown to be empty. After a pause, some of the dots would

exit the container. Sub jects were then asked to say how many dots remained or to choose which of three

images of a container (with zero, one, or two dots inside) depicted the correct result. There is much to

admire about Pica et al.'s research, including their attention to non-numerical confounds and their use

of French-speaking controls who were given the very same tasks as the Mundurukri. But in spite of these

virtues, their study is subject to a number of the same criticisms that we will raise for Gordon's study-see

notes 13, 15, and r9 below.
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people speak a language that lacks words for precise numerical quantities. Still,
Gordon's study might be thought to be somewhat suggestive. After all, he does

seem to locate a population where a paucity of number words is associated with a
conceptual system that doesn't register precise numerical quantities. And while it
remains to be seen whether the same association holds up elsewhere - and, if so,

why it does - Gordon's experiments might be thought to provide the first steps in
a more encompassing research program as well as an experimental framework for
investigating these questions. In much of the rest of this section (8.1.3-8.3.6), we

will argue that this would be a mistaken view of the situation. Quite surprisingly,
Gordon's experiments do not license any substantive conclusions about whether
the Pir aha are capable of precise numerical thought; his experiments turn out to
be a poor tool for gauging whether they have precise numerical concepts. If we are

right about this, then Gordon's results with the Piraha don't provid e dny support for
either linguistic determinism or the Cultural Construct Thesis.

We'll begin with one of the most significant problems that we see with
Gordon's experiments, a feature of his experimental procedures that affects nearly

all of his tasks. This is that they are designed to elicit spontaneous responses

and only spontaneous responses. In general there is nothing wrong with look-
irg at spontaneous responses. If a group is given a numerical task and happens

to respond correctly without any training or guidance, this would be an excel-

lent sign that they have the mathematical concepts in question. The problem
only occurs when their spontaneous responses are incorrect, when the result
amounts to anull effect. What can be concluded then? Very little. The reason is

that the negative outcome would be expected not only if they lack the relevant
mathematical concepts but also if they have such concepts but don't habitually
think in terms of them, or if they simply fail to understand the task. To make

matters worse, Gordon's procedures compound the problem by reinforcing incor-
rect spontaneous responses rather than helping his subiects to appreciate what a

correct response would entail.
One way to get a feel for this objection is to consider how Gordon's experi-

ments look on the assumption that the Pir aha dre capable of precise numerical cog-

nition but that precise numerical quantities aren't salient in their culture. In that
case, how would we expect Piraha subjects to perform on Gordon's tests? Consider
the various matching tasks. In these tasks, subjects are shown an array of batter-

ies or nuts and told to make it the sctme. But what would "making it the same"

mean to them? Presumably, if precise numerical quantities aren't salient for them,
then their initial interpretation of the instructions wouldn't be to match the pre-

cise numerical value of the target affay. Perhaps, instead, they'd suppose that they

are meant to match the approximate numerical value, or match the total amount
of stuff, or create a similar-looking visual pattern. Regardless of which it is, there

would be nothing during the course of the experiment to cause them to revise their
initial view of how to proceed. After all, whatever they do, Gordon replies with a

cheerful "aiyo!" ("OKI"). The result is that no matter what interpretation they start

out with, and no matter how misguided it may be, they arc met with encourage-
ment that tells them to continue in the same way. Under these conditions, we

should certainly expect to see just the sort of poor results Gordon obtained. But if
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the Pir ahe should fail Gordon's tests even when it's assumed that they ore cdpable of
precise numerical thoughf, the failure that Gordon documents cannot establish that

such thought is beyond them.12

An analogy may help to clarify the situation. Suppose we were dealing with

entirely nonlinguistic subjects-for example, chimpanzees-and we wanted to

see if they are capable of enumerating precise numerical quantities. The chal-

lenge, of course, is to convey to an animal how to approach a task that measures

thirability without having the luxury of being able to verbally state the instruc-

tions. Now imagine a scientist, like Gordon, starting with a small collection
and then rewardirg a chim panzee for its spontaneous response no matter what

it does. To keep things simple, w€ can suppose that the chimp anzee behaves

appropriately-the experimenter places one item down, and the chimpanzee

pir..t one item down as well, or the experimenter places two down, and the

.fri*p anzee responds with two. From here, the experimenter goes on to larger

sets in random order, and the chimp anzee fails in one way or another to match

the target number. It should go without saying that it would be irresponsible,

on the basis of this outcome, to conclude that chimpanzees are incapable of
enumerating precise quantities. In fact, a null effect under these conditions

wouldn't be considered a publishable result. The experimenter simply hasn't

done the necess ary legwork to draw such a strong conclusion from the negative

finding. With animals it's plainly obvious that we need to train them on a task

to see what they are capable of, and that such training can sometimes take a

substantial amount of time and effort. The true test of their abilities is not their

spontaneous response on a task that they initially may not understand, but their

behavior toward novel stimuli that are relevantly similar to the ones they have

been trained on. Although the Pirahd aren't themselves nonlinguistic subjects,

their situation is similar to the chimp anzee's in that the nature of Gordon's tasks

can't be easily and directly conveyed to them verbally (by hypothesis, the Pirahd

lack the needed vocabulary). But then, just as with the chimpanzee, there is no

point in testirg the Pirahd subjects until a serious effort has been made to fully
.oru.y what they are supposed to do. One obvious way to address this objec-

tion would be to adapt the standard procedures that are employed in comPara-

tive psychology, includi.g the use of a battery of pretest trials and a system of

12. The situation is slightly more complicated when we turn to Gordon's nuts-in-can and candy-in-box

tasks-the two that rr"r,'t simply variations on the one-to-one matching task. While there ate a number of

alternative interpretations of these tasks as well (..g.,the Pirahd might simply have seen them as guessing

games), subjects did receive a certain amount of feedback on these tests. In the nuts-in-can task, subjects

i".r. shown whether or not they were right when they said that all the nuts had been removed from the

opaque container. And in the candy-in-box task, a reward was built into the task in that subiects were

giu." the candy when they correctly selected the box that contained it. None of this really helps, how-

!u"r, because there are serious questions about whether Gordon's Pirahi subiects understood what was

expected of them despite the additional information that they received (see sections 3.5 and 3.6, below).

This concern could h"u" been obviated if Gordon had trained his subjects using a series of pretest trials

and more explicit feedback about whether they were answering correctly.
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rewards and penalties that are enforced until a criterion of success is reached.
Gordon, however, did none of this. He simply recorded his subjects' spontane-
ous responses and left it at that.13

We should emphasize that our objection here is not that substantive conclu-
sions can'tbe drawn on the basis of spontaneous judgments. Positive results on tasks

involving spontaneous judgments can provide excellent evidence for the possession

of cognitive capacities. Nor are we making the indiscriminate claim that null effects

in psychology are always uninformative. We don't think that. It can often be useful to

discover that a population fails a test for a given ability. But the test has to be imple-
mented judiciously, otherwise the failure reflects more upon the method of investi-

gation than upon the participants in the experiments. With Gordon's experiments,

we see no reason to suppose that the results do reflect upon the participants - the

PirahS. What Gordon needs, and what he doesn't have, are credible procedures for

conveying to his subjects what counts as success on his tasks. For this reason alone,

Gordon's study does not support any conclusions about the numerical abilities of
the Pir ahe.ta

3.4 l'lon-numerical Performctnce Variables

We've argued that a null effect on Gordon's tasks tells us little or nothing about
numerical abilities of the Piraha. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that several

of Gordon's tasks incorporate irrelevant performance variables that have nothing
to do with numerical cognition per se. So even if Gordon did manage, in some

cases, to convey to his Piraha subjects what counts as success2 they might still fail for
reasons that have nothing to do with a lack of numerical concepts. They might fail
simply because the task designs make things unnecessarily difficult.

Take, for example, the matching task where the target array is presented for

only one second before being covered up (the brief presentation task). Clearly,
the time constraint requires that one memo nze the affay and then access this
memory while constructing the match. But imposing these greater demands on

memory doesn't help to clarifir the numerical abilities under investigation; quite
the opposite, it makes it harder to credit failure on this task to deficient numerical
abilities. If the goal is to learn more about whether someone is capable of precise

enumeration, then non-numerical factors, like memory load, should be reduced,

not increased. The whole point of studying the Piraha is to see if they are capable

of going beyond the estimation of approximate quantity and whether they can

13. Pica et al.'s (zoo4) test of precise numerical ability among the Mundurukf (see note rr above) is

subject to much the same worry. As in Gordon's study, there seems to have been no systematic attempt to

convey what counts as success on the task, no training, and no feedback.

14. Given that it would be wrong to conclude that the Pirahd are unable to form concepts for precise

numerical quantities, it would also be wrong to conclude that they are unable to form concepts for pre-

cise numerical quantities because of their language. Moreover, the logic of the objection suggests that

the proper test of Gordon's linguistic determinism is one that allows for, and may depend upon, a con-

siderable amount of training. The only constraint is that the training shouldn't be on a linguistic system,

particularly one that expresses precise numerical quantities.
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make exact numerical comparisons. But by introducing a task that forces them

to process the numerical information so quickly, Gordon is clearly encouraging

estimation. Even people who do have a conventional counting system would be

hard pressed to count out the number of items so quickly, particularly for larger

numbers; failure to do so would hardly indicate that they can't represent these

numbers. t5

Another example of a task made unnecessarily difficult is the one where a suc-

cessful numerical match requires drawing (the line-copying task). Most of us take

pencils and paper for granted and are perfectly comfortable drawing conventional

representations of such things as people, houses2 trees, snowmen, etc. But none of
this is true of the PirahS. As Gordon himself remarks, drawing is completely alien

to them. When asked to draw familiar items-animals, trees, etc.-the best they

can do is to produce "simple lines without form" (Gordon 2oo4b, p. 5). Gordon

also notes the difficult nature of drawirg tasks for the Pirah6. "Producing simple

straight lines was accomplished only with great effort and concentration' accom-

panied by heavy sighs and groans" (Gordon 2oo4a? p. 306). But if drawing itself is

that difficult for the Pir ahe, why suppose that their poor results on this task tell us

anything about their numerical abilities? If a six-year-old child, with considerably

more familiarity with drawing, misrepresents the number of fingers on a normal

human hand in a drawing, we don't suppose that this shows that she lacks the

concept prvn. Good tests of numerical ability should minimize such irrelevant

task demands.

3. 5 I'l on-numerical Confounds

We've seen that there are a number of reasons to be skeptical about Gordon's conclu-

sions regarding the Piraha's numerical abilities. Just because his PirahS subiects failed

his tasks doesn't mean that they are unable to represent precise numbers. Gordon's

tests simply aren't sensitive enough to allow us to draw that conclusion. Interestingly,

though, many of Gordon's tests wouldn't allow us to draw any conclusion about

the Pirahd's numerical abilities even if he had got the opposite result: that is, even

if the Pirahd had passed his tests with flying colors, we wouldn't be able to conclude

that they have precise numerical concepts. This is because the tests don't sufficiently

r5. A similar problem affects the Pica et al. (zoo4) study mentioned in note u above. In this case, the

behavior of the French controls is illuminating, as they were at ceiling for only two of the eight subtrac-

tions. For the other six, they performed below roo%, typically between 8o and 9o%. While it is unclear

exactly why the French controls had difficulty with these mathematical tasks-simple problems involv-

ing quantities no larger than 8-some non-numerical features must have made the task challenging.

Af[.. all, we know that the French controls dre capable of precise numerical thought! One possible

explanation is the rapid movement of the dots in the displays (see http://www.sciencemag.orglcontent/

vol3o6/issue5695/images/d atal4gglDCr/rrozo85sr.mov for a video demonstration of the task). However,

if the presentation speed made the task more difficult, this would obscure whether the Mundurukfi are

capable of using precise numerical concepts. Assuming they don't habitually think in terms of precise

numerical quantities, increasing the performance demands in this way would only encourage them to

fall back on approximate solutions.
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control for the non-numerical properties that reliably correlate with number (e.g., the
total volume, surfac e area, and circumference of the stimuli) and because many of
the tests can be passed using relatively simple non-numerical strategies.

As we noted earlier, the concern about non-numerical confounds is a familiar
one whenever there is a question about whether a given population has numerical
concepts. Psychologists who study infants and animals take great care to isolate

the many non-numerical variables to which their subjects might respond. For this
reason, it's somewhat surprisirg that Gordon didn't at least take the precaution of
varying his stimuli. Within any given task, he standardly used items of the same

basic shape and slzeT thereby ensuring that number correlated with the total vol-
ume of material (among other things). The worry is that subjects might achieve

a considerable amount of success on tasks intended to test numerical abilities
simply by tracking a non-numerical property like volume. Moreover2 it's not hard
to see how, in some cases, one could even achieve rco% accuracy on Cordon's
tests without representing numerical quantif at all, much less precise numerical
quantity. For example, with the basic one-to-one line match task, all you need

to succeed is the strategy of placing a new battery in front of each item in the
target a:ray. Following this strategy on this task allows subiects to perform exactly

as if they were precisely representing the number of batteries in the array. And
employing this strategy requires little more than the ability to identify and track
the individual objects that are used in the task, something that the object-indexing
system can support without the need for any numerical concepts at all. A similar
strategy would allow subjects to perform perfectly on all of the other matchitg
tasks, with the exception perhaps of the brief presentation task.16 In the candy-in-
box task, which is ostensibly a more difficult numerical task, the number of fish
depicted on two boxes is supposed to allow subiects to determine which box holds
the candy. But solving the task only requires keeping track of the configurations of
the fish symbols, since each number is perfectly correlated with a simple pattern.
For smaller numbers, it's just a matter of noting the difference between a point and

a line, or a line and a triangle. For larger numbers the patterns are more complex
but the same general strat"gy would work since the pattern for a given number was

never varied. All you need to do is recall, after a brief occlusion, the pattern that
was associated with the candy.iT

So even complete success on the maiority of Gordon's tasks wouldn't in itself
indicate a facility with precise numbers. But just as noteworthy is the fact that the

Pirahd didn't succeed on the tasks despite the possibility of using fairly simple non-

6. The brief presentation task could in principle be solved in an analogous manner, but this would
require subjects to form a highly accurate mental image very quickly and to be capable of accurate and

detailed inspection of the image.

17. The nuts-in-can task is perhaps the most difficult to fully succeed on using non-numerical strate-

gies. While there certainly are non-numerical confounds in this case (..g., volume of nuts), and the task

could be solved perfectly for small numbers without numerical representations (again, using the obiect-

indexing system), it is unlikely that there is a non-numerical strategy that would guarantee complete

success on the task.
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B Monkey Apple-Slices-in-Bucket Task
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FrcuRE 8.6 (a) shows how the Piraha performed on the nuts-in-can task (based on

Gordon , zoo4a, figure lG). They had difficulties even with smaller numbers. (b) shows

the results for rhesus monkeys on the related task of choosing between two buckets

with differing numbers of apple slices (based on data in Hauser, Carey, and Hauser,

zooo, figure r, for choices between quantities that differed by t).

numerical strategies. On five of Gordon's eight tasks (with no published data for a
sixth), the Pirahd did so badly that they weren't able to succeed even for the numbers
r,2, and 3. For example, in the candy-in-box task, the subjects were unable to reli-

ably distinguish containers with one versus two fish on them (the case that began

and illustrated the task). Likewise, the Pirahd subjects had less than perfect accuracy

for two nuts in the nuts-in-can task (again, the case that began and illustrated the

task), and they were only about 70% accurate for three nuts.

It's important to reco gnrze just how substantial such failures are. Infants and ani-

mals, including dogs and monkeys, routinely succeed on quasi-numerical tasks that

can be solved using non-numerical strategies (e.g., Wytn's addition and subtraction

task; see section 8.t), and yet the PirahS are failing on essentially similar tasks. Although
a fully parallel study is not available, a study with rhesus monkeys by Hauser, Carey,

and Hauser (zooo) offers an instructive comparison. The monkeys watched as differ-
ing numbers of apple slices were placed into two opaque buckets. The question was

which bucket they would approach first. Figure B.6b shows the results. The rnonkeys

chose the bucket with the larger number of slices more than 7j% of the time for up

to four slices, doing better than the Pir aha sub jects did on the related nuts-in-can task.

The PirahS subjects fell significantly below 75% for as few as three nuts!

It's unclear what to make of the PirahS's difficulties in cases where animals

do better. Since in many of these cases the Pirahd ought to be able to succeed

regardless of whether they can represent precise numerical quantity, we have to ask

whether Gordon's tasks have features that may have inadvertently prohibited the

Piraha from revealing their true abilities.r8 We see a number of reasons why this

r8. Another possibility, though one we think is unlikely, is that the PirahS's deficits arefar more profound

than Gordon claims. Perhaps they not only lack the abilif to represent precise numerical quantities but

also lack the ability to form simple one-to-one correspondences, and even lack some of the basic capaci-

ties that rhesus monkeys exercise when evaluating the relative sizes of different sets.
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might be so, but the most serious is that the tasks weren't accompanied by measures

to ensure that the Piraha understood what was expected of them.re In other words,

it is possible that they simply didn't understand what they were supposed to do. We

turn to this objection next.

3.6 Gordon's Subiects Didn't Understand the Tasks

We noted earlier that the matching tasks began with Gordon placing down a num-

ber of items and telling his subject to "make it the same." Then, regardless of how

they responded, they were given the same encouraging feedback ("Aiyo!"). This
combination of vague instructions and a gvarunteed positive response is a dangerous

mix. It has the troubling consequence that however the PirahS initially interpreted

the task, that interpretation was reinforced. As a result, the experimental conditions

wouldn't have conveyed the intended goal except to people who guessed correctly

from the start. And given that precise numerical quantities aren't supposed to be

salient for the Pirah5, they would be extremely unlikely to start off with the right
hypothesis. Further, as we just saw, the Piraha failed abysmally on tasks that they

could have completed with perfect accu racy using relatively simple non-numerical

strategies. This would certainly make sense on the assumption that Cordon's sub-

jects just didn't understand what they were supposed to do.

As it happens, we don't have to speculate about what Gordon's subiects were

thinking. Daniel Everett has confirmed that they were unclear about what Gordon

wanted from them and that they were self-conscious about their predicament
(Everett zoo5 ,p. 6+4),

. . . on the videotape he fGordon] made of his experimental setting, the Pirah5s say

repeatedly that they do not know what he wants them to do, and they have repeated

these comments since Gordon's visits. Gordon did not realize that they were con-

fused because he was unable to communicate with them directly, and he did not
request help in interpreting the Pirahes' comments on his experiments.

Everett's observation is troubling. Gordon's apparent indifference to whether the

Pirahd were even trying to do what was expected of them in itself raises concerns

about his experiments. Perhaps he assumed that the goal of each task was sufficiently

obvious once an example or two was given, or that the most interesting response to

measure is the one that involves the least coaxing-a spontaneous response. But
we've seen that neither assumption is warranted. In any case, the simple fact that the

PirahS didn't understand Gordon's tasks shows that we shouldn't take Gordon's data

19. Interestingly, in spite of Pica et al.'s care to avoid non-numerical confounds, their precise numerical

task (see note u above) could also be solved with rco% accuracy for small numbers, using a non-numerical

strategy employing the object-indexing system, and yet the subjects performed at similar levels to the

Piraha. It is unclear why the Mundurukri ignored the more effective strategy for this task, but we suspect

that it was a combination of lack of training and feedback and irrelevant performance variables, such as

the speed of presentation of the stimuli, which may have encouraged numerical approximation.
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at face value. The fact is that if the Pirah5 did not understand the tasks, then they

would be likely to fail them whether or not they are capable of precise numerical

thought. So Gordon's dat a-his negative results - can't tell us anything substantive

about the Pirahe's numerical abilities. And, of course2 if they can't tell us whether

the Pir ahaare capable of representing precise numerical quantities, they can't tell us

whether the Pirahd are capable of representing precise numerical quantities despite

the limitations of their language. The result is that Gordon's study offers no support

for either the Cultural Construct Thesis or linguistic determinism.

3.7 C,an the Piraha Be Taught to Count?

While Gordon's study focused on spontaneous judgments, it's worth noting that, at

one point, the Pirahd were given explicit instruction on the Portuguese counting
system. This program of education was administered by the Everetts and is briefly
summanzedin Everett (zoo5). Though the details are scarce, the information thatis
available is interesting for the further light that it sheds on Gordon's work.

Everett (zoo5,p.6z6) reports that the attempts at instruction ended in failure:

Nter eight months of daily efforts, without ever needing to call them to come for

class (all meetings were started by them with much enthusiasm), the people con-

cluded that they could not learn this material, and classes were abandoned. Not

one learned to count to ten, and not one learned to add 3 + 1 or even 1 + I (if regu-

larly responding"z" to the latter is evidence of learning).

This surprising result might initially seem to favor Gordon by offering additional

evidence of the Piraha's difficulties with precise number. But on the contrary, the

Pirahd's difficulty doesn't sit at all comfortably with Gordon's linguistic determin-

ism. If the problem for the Piraha is that they have a linguistic deficit, as the thesis

of linguistic determinism asserts, then teaching them number words in coniunction
with the cultural practice of counting ought to give them iust what they need to

acquire concepts of natural numbers. An advocate of linguistic determinism should

predict the Pir aha would overcome their alleged difficulties with precise numbers

as they are exposed to the Portuguese counting system. (Advocates of the Cultural
Construct Thesis should predict much the same thing, though they would be less

focused on the linguistic characte/ of the counting system.) Thus the PirahS's

reported failure to learn to count hardly supports Gordon's position. If anything, it
argues against Gordon.2o

zo. Everett claims that Pirahe children easily learn to count in Portuguese as long as adiustments are

made to how the words are pronounced and the instruction occurs in the context of an everyday task,

such as stringing beads (personal communication reported in R. Gelman and Butterworth zooJ, P. 9).

This fact is consistent with linguistic determinism and the Cultural Construct Thesis, but it is also con-

sistent with strong nativism. For example, Pirah5 children might be capitalizing on an innate ability to

represent precise quantity, coupled with the fact that they haven't yet absorbed their parents' strong aver-

sion to foreign knowledge.
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How, then, should we understand the Piraha's failure to learn to count? Civen
the few published details about the instruction they received, we can only speculate.

One possibility is that the Pirah6 weren't motivated students. This conflicts with
Everett's claim that they themselves had requested the classes in order to avoid being

cheated in their trading relations (Everett zoo j, p. 6r). All the same, it is not unrea-

sonable to suppose they were unreceptive to learning elements of the Portuguese

language and culture. As we noted earlier, the Pirahd actively resist the knowledge

and practices of outsiders. According to Everett:

lT]he Pirahd ultimately not only do not value Portuguese (or American) knowledge

but oppose its coming into their lives. They ask questions about outside cultures

largely for the entertainment value of the answers. If one tries to suggest (as we

originally did, in a math class, for example) that there is a preferred response to a

specific question, they will likely change the subiect and/or show irritation. (zoo5,

p. 626)

The Everetts also put on a series of evening lite racy classes for the Pirahd , agarn at

the Pirahd's request. The results are telling (Everett zooJ, p. 626):

After many classes, the PirahS (most of the village we were living in, about 3o
people) read together, out loud, the wordbigi "ground/sky". They immediately all

laughed. I asked what was so funny. They answered that what they had iust said

sounded like their word for "sky". I said that indeed it did, because it was their word.

They reacted by saying that if that is what we were trying to teach them, they want-

ed us to stop: "We don't write our lan guage." The decision was based on a reiection

of foreign knowledge; their motivation for attending the literacy classes turned out

to be, according to them, that it was fun to be together and I made popcorn.

Given the Pirah6's contempt for foreign knowledg., one can imagine that the "math

classes" were similarly valued simply as an excuse for getting together and that they

weren't actually interested in engaging with the instruction.

3.8 Summary

On the face of it, Gordon's work in the Amazon seems to offer an ideal case study.

What better way could there be of testing the dependence of number on language

than looking at a population whose language has no terms for precise numerical

quantities? Moreover, if Gordon is right that precise numerical concepts are essen-

tially dependent on language, then his results would provide powerful support for

the Cultural Construct Thesis, thereby undermining strong nativism. Given the

suspicion with which strong nativism has come to be viewed in recent years, this

outcome would be welcomed by a wide variety of theorists.

We've argued, however, that Gordon's study doesn't support either the thesis

of linguistic determinism or the Cultural Construct Thesis. Since this has been a

rather long section, it might help to offer a brief recap. We began with two general

criticisms that were directed primarily to Gordon's linguistic determinism. Gordon

claims to have established the dependence of precise number on language just

by showing that the Piraha do poorly on his eight tasks. Putting aside the issue of
whether his tasks amount to good tests for numerical abilities, we noted that Gordon's
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argument doesn't establish a direction of dependence and that the correlation that

his argument turns on is extremely weak-it amounts to a single case. Next we

raised the question of whether Gordon's data do in fact show that the Pirahd are

unable to represent precise numerical quantities. We argued that they do not. Part of
the problem is that Gordon's experimental procedures focus on spontaneous iudg-
ments, yet incorrect spontaneous judgments can't tell us w.hat subjects are or aren't

capable of. This is all the more true when there exist plausible alternative explana-

tions for their failure on such tasks, as there are in this case. Further, Gordon's

vague task instructions and automatic positive feedback only serve to obscure the

nature of the tasks for people, like the Pir ahe, who don't'habitually think in terms

of precise numerical quantities. A rather different problem is that even if the Pirahd

had succeeded on Gordon's tasks, this in itself wouldn't tell us about their numerical

abilities either, since Gordon's materials didn't control for a varieV of different non-

numerical confounds. Given that we know that animals can take advant age of such

confounds to solve related tasks, it bears explaining why the Piraha didn't do better.

It would appear that the reason for their poor performance is that Gordon's PirahS

subjects simply didn't understand what Gordon expected of them. In sum2 despite

the hope that an investigation of the Pirah5 might settle the fundamental issues

about the role of language and culture in mathematical cognition, Gordon's results

leave things pretty much where they were. For strong nativists like ourselves, this

means that a commitment to innate numerical concepts-something on the order

of the number module outlined earlier-continues to be a genuine possibility. The

debate between weak nativists and strong nativists remains unsettled.

4 Future Research

Why have these serious problems with Gordon's study been overlooked? We believe

that there is something like an intellectual blind spot when it comes to evaluating

exotic anthropological data. Paul Bloom reports a similar phenomenon with brain

imaging data (Bloom zoo6):

In a recent study, Deena Skolnick, a graduate student at Yale, asked her subjects

to judge different explanations of a psychological phenomenon. Some of these ex-

planations were crafted to be awful. And people were good at noticing that they

were awful-unless Skolnick inserted a few sentences of neuroscience. These were

entirely irrelevant, basically stating that the phenomenon occurred in a certain part

of the brain. But they did the trick: For both the novices and the experts (cognitive

neuroscientists in the Yale psychology department), the presence of a bit of appar-

ently-hard science turned bad explanations into satisfactory ones.

The scientific community isn't as objective as we'd all like to think. This means that

we need to be more cautious when evaluating claims that play into our own weak-

nesses. We'd suggest that extra caution is often needed when considering claims

about cognitiue differences in exotic communities, iust as it is needed when consid-

ering thtimplications of neuroimaging data. This isn't to say that we should aban-

don.rorr-.uitural research on numerical cognition. On the contrarf ,we believe that
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cross-cultural data can provide an important source of evidence for understanding
the nature of human mathematical abilities. And we'd very much like to see more
systematic research along these lines. However, it is important that we guard against
dropping our standards of evidence when we see phrases like " Amazonian tribe."
For this reason, we'll end the chapter by assembling a set of minimal guidelines for
future research, guidelines that build on the critical discussion in section 8.3.

First, future experiments need to make precise number more salient for the
subjects. Given that the populations of particular interest are ones in which there is
no communal practice of counting and that appear to have little regard for precise
number, it is not enough to merely present tasks intended to test precise numerical
abilities2 or even to convey to the subjects that the tasks are broadly numerical. We
know from various recent work that approximate number can be represented non-
linguistically. So when a reliance on approximate number is the default response

in a community, we need to find some way of conveying the goal of being more

precise. Perhaps one way of pushing things in this direction would be to use stimuli
that evoke situations where careful numerical comparisons would be more natural
to make, for example, by asking which of two mothers has more children. This
might be done using real families known to the local people or using photographs
of people notpersonallyknown to the subjects (photos would have the advantage of
allowing experimenters to control for various possible non-numerical confounds).

Second, measures need to be put in place for determining whether subjects
understand the goal of a task. To foster better understandirg, meaningful feedback
could be given on a series of trials that precede testing. So long as the test trials use

novel stimuli, we can exclude the possibility that good performance is achieved
simply by memorizing the answers given in the pretest trials.

Third, measures need to be put in place to ensure that subf ects are well moti-
vated to succeed on numerical tasks. One possibility, again taking the lead from the

literature on animals, would be to introduce a competitive paradigm. Thsks where
subjects competed for a reward might substantially increase motivation. A related
possibility is to employ a noncompetitive paradigm that offers rewards of differing
value, where the greater reward is contingent upon a precise numerical discrimina-
tion. In effect, this is what Hauser et al. (zooo) did in the study with rhesus monkeys

that we described in section 83.5 (the one where different numbers of apple slices

were placed into two buckets). This general approach would be easy to adapt for use

with human adults.
Fourth, future experiments ought to be constructed so as to avoid excessive per-

formance demands. The tasks shouldn't incorporate time constraints that encour-
age estimation and shouldn't be taxing for reasons that have nothing to do with the

numerical judgments being elicited. It's perfectly fine for the tasks to be simple
ones. In fact, the simpler the better. Ary extra complications only make it difficult
to say whether poor task performance is owing to poor numerical abilities or to ines-

sential features of a task.

Fifth, future experiments should control for non-numerical confounds. There
are many ways of doing this, but anthropologists might consider adapting experi-

ments that have already been done with infants or animals. These tend to employ
rigorous controls for non-numerical confounds but also have the advant age that
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they can be implemented without verbal instructions. See, for example, the study by

Brannon and Terrace (1998) described in section 8.r.r above. Although Brannon and

Terrace's study was intended to test ordinal knowledg., ceiling performance on the

task requires detecting precise numerical differences (e.g., the difference-between

5 and 6). Ideally, to tease apart different hypotheses with respect to both linguistic

determinism and the Cultural Construct Thesis, such a task might be run under

three different conditions - one with prior training on number words, one with prior

training on a nonlinguistic counting technique' and one with no prior numerical

training. trr principle, this would allow experimenters to determine the relative con-

tributionr of language and counting to the representation of precise numbers.

Sixth, to address the issue of linguistic determinism, test subiects should be

given ample opportunity to learnprecise numerical concepts. The issue of linguistic

determinism is what people are capable of representing in the dbsence of the rel-

evant linguistic featuresz not what they happen to represent in their ordinary exPeri-

ence. So wftile instruction shouldn't employ a linguistic counting Procedure or the

inculcation of number words, this still leaves room for various forms of instruction

that do not turn on such linguistic devices, including the use of body parts or other

external symbols.
Seventh, if at all possible, it would be beneficial to train and test children, not

just adults, since this would help to clarify the source of difficulty in those cases

where adults are resistant to instruction. There is anecdotal evidence that Piraha

children are able to learn precise quantities even if their parents can't (see note 20).

But only a systematic evaluation can tell us if such claims hold up. One hypothesis

as to why Pirahd children might do better than Pirahd adults is that the children

haven't fully embraced their parents' strong aversion to knowledg. based on other

cultures. This could be tested, at least provisionally, by questioning children about

their views of their Portuguese-speaking Braztlian neighbors.

Implementing these guidelines and suggestions would enable future cross-

cultural ,.r."rch to make significant contributions to our understanding of numeri-

cal cognition and could help to resolve some of the large-scale issues regarding_the

nature and development of numerical concepts. We realize that fieldwork involves

all sorts of practical limitations and that desirable experiments may not always be

feasible. Nonetheless, if cross-cultural data are going to be more meaningful than

the suggestive anecdotes that are already in the literature2 we have to try to maintain

the highest possible experimental standards.


